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Abstract

Referring Video Object Segmentation task (R-VOS) aims
to segment the target object in all video frames referred
with a language expression. In this work, we present a
Visual-Language Transformer (VLFormer), a query-based
network to tackle the R-VOS task. Its key component is the
visual-language transformer block (VLB), which associates
visual and linguistic features with the object queries effec-
tively and simultaneously. We use the object queries as a
set of candidate objects, the Transformer decoder with VLB
blocks that guide and interact with candidate objects to find
the referred target object. The object tracking is achieved
automatically by linking the corresponding queries across
frames. Afterwards, a post-processing technique is used
to refine and re-track the mask prediction among all the
frames. Our model ranks 6th place on Track 3: Referring
Video Object Segmentation of the CVPR 2022 Youtube-VOS
Challenge.

1. Introduction
Referring video object segmentation(RVOS) adopts a re-

ferring expression to segment the target object in the en-
tire video. RVOS is a challenging task since it requires a
comprehensive understanding of the semantics of multiple
modalities without any ground-truth mask as the traditional
semi-supervised video object segmentation.

Existing RVOS models can be primarily categorized into
three types. First, the bottom-up methods conduct the in-
teraction between visual and linguistic features for high-
lighting the visual features that are matched with the cor-
responding linguistic clues in the visual encoder phase and
then adopt a FCN [9] as a decoder to predict the target ob-
ject masks. Second, the top-down methods design a two-
stage with a top-down perspective for object tracklet gener-
ation and tracklet-language grounding, respectively. They
first construct a set of object candidate objects from the
video, and then the referred target is selected from the
tracklet to choose the best matching candidate. Finally,

MTTR [1] and ReferFormer [13] recently demonstrated a
promising solution that relies on the query-based mecha-
nism. ReferFormer views the language as queries with a
meta-architecture as [4,5], which provides a simple and uni-
fied framework for referring video object segmentation.

Benefiting from the efficient and powerful query-based
architecture of Mask2Former for universal image segmenta-
tion, we propose an end-to-end network for referring video
object segmentation, named VLFormer. We carefully de-
sign a Visual-Language Transformer block, which is the
key component of VLFormer to guide the object queries by
both the visual and linguistic features simultaneously. After
generating the masks for the referred object, we select uni-
formly reference frames as a memory bank for STCN [6] to
predict the high-quality mask for the entire video to obtain
the final prediction.

2. Related works

Semi-supervised Video Object Segmentation. [?] This
task aims to segment target objects throughout a video,
given only a fully-annotated mask in the first frame. Most
recent works [6,11,14] perform a memory feature matching.
In particular, STM [11] leverages a memory bank from past
frames and utilizes the query-key-value attention mecha-
nism to predict the mask of the current frame. AOT [14]
constructs hierarchical matching based on a Long Short-
Term Transformer, STCN [6] uses directly image-to-image
correspondence for more robust matching, leading to a sim-
ple, fast and efficient framework.

Query-based methods. Recently, query-based architec-
tures have achieved marvellous success in most computer
vision tasks such as object detection, object tracking and
image segmentation. DETR [2] introduces the new query-
based paradigm for object detection. VisTR [12] ex-
tends the framework for video instance segmentation (VIS),
Mask2Former [4, 5] builds upon a simple meta-framework
with a new Transformer decoder using masked attention
and obtains top results in a variety of image and video seg-
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Figure 1. VLFormer overview. It contains three major components: Backbone(visual encoder, text encoder), Cross-modal Pixel Decoder,
and Transformer Decoder.

mentation tasks. ReferFormer [13] even use language as
queries and achieves the state-of-the-art performance on R-
VOS task. Inspired by these works, our work also relies
on the query-based mechanism of Transformer and enhance
the linguistic feature for each Transformer block.

3. Method

Given a video clip V = {V1, V2, ..., VT } and a refer-
ring expression with L words. We propose an efficient
and simple end-to-end framework named VLFormer for
referring video object segmentation, as shown in Figure
1. It consists of 3 main components: Backbone, Cross-
modal Pixel Decoder and Transformer Decoder. A back-
bone includes Visual Encoder and Text Encoder, which ex-
tract low-resolution feature maps from video frames and
linguistic features from the corresponding referring expres-
sion, respectively. A Cross-modal Pixel Decoder fuses low-
resolution features from the backbone and linguistic fea-
tures by a Visual-Language Early Fusion (VLEF) and up-
samples these features to generate the high-resolution per-
pixel embeddings. Finally, a Transformer decoder oper-
ates on linguistics and visual features to process the ob-
ject queries. The final binary mask predictions are gen-
erated by associating the per-pixel embeddings and object
queries. We select the query with the highest average confi-
dence score as the target object during inference. Regarding

refinement and re-tracking the target object, we use an off-
the-shelf semi-supervised VOS model named STCN [6] that
uses some reference frames as a memory bank to predict the
entire video.

3.1. VLFormer

Cross-modal Pixel Decoder. After extracting the en-
tire video by the visual encoder, we obtain the multi-scale
low-resolution feature maps {F i

v}Ti=1 for each frame i.
Firstly, these features are fused with the linguistic features
Ft, which are extracted by the text encoder to perform an
early interaction between visual and linguistic features by a
Visual-Language Early Fusion block (VLEF) for highlight-
ing regions that are matched with the referring expressions.

F̂ i
v = F i

v ⊙MSA(F i
vW

Q, FtW
K , FtW

V ) (1)

where MSA(q, k, v) is the multi-head attention layer and
WQ, WK , WV ∈ RC×dhead are learnable parameters. This
multi-head attention layer is used as a compatibility weight
between the visual features and linguistic features. And
then, we multiply this weight with the visual feature to fo-
cus on region high related to referring expressions.

The rest of Pixel Decoder is adopted from Mask2Former
[4] with a multi-scale deformable attention decoder to pro-
duce a multi-scale features map for video frames.

Vision-Language Transformer Block Inspired by the
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Figure 2. Visual-Languagge Transformer BLock(VLB) – The
linguistic and visual features are used to update the queries fea-
tures simultaneously.

Transformer decoder in Mask2Former [4], we propose a
Visual-Language Transformer Block(VLB) to conduct the
interaction between queries and visual features and between
queries and linguistic features simultaneously. As illus-
trated in Fig. 2, given the visual features of the video
frames, linguistic features of the referring expressions, and
the object queries features First, Q interact independently
with linguistic and visual features in a cross-attention way,
where object queries and linguistic/visual features are query
and key, respectively. And then, they will be summed up
and fed into a multi-head self-attention module to update
the object queries features and gather the contextual infor-
mation of both linguistic and visual features. Finally, a FFN
module is applied to these features to get the final object
query features.

3.2. Inference

As mentioned in [3,13], due to sharing of queries across
frames, VLFormer can segment and track the referred ob-
ject across frames. Given the video and language expres-
sion, VLFormer will generate N candidate instance for the
whole video. We obtain the confidence score set Pi =
{pi}N

j=1
by averaging the predicted probabilities over all the

frames for each instance query. We select the instance with
the highest score, and its index is donated as σ. The seg-

Team J&F(↑) J (↑) F(↑)
1 Bo 0.641 0.622 0.661
2 jiliushi 0.617 0.598 0.636
3 PENG 0.608 0.589 0.627
4 ds-hohhot 0.596 0.579 0.612
5 JQK 0.594 0.577 0.611
6 nero(Ours) 0.580 0.561 0.599

Table 1. Results in Ref-YouTube-VOS 2022 test set.

Backbone STCN J&F(↑) J (↑) F(↑)
ResNet101 0.563 0.546 0.581
Swin-B 0.622 0.602 0.642
Swin-B ✓ 0.632 0.610 0.654

Table 2. Ablation study on development set.

mentation mask for each frame is obtained from the mask
candidates set by selecting the corresponding query index
σ.

First, we uniformly sample K = 10 keyframes for each
video sequence. Then, these keyframes are memorized in a
memory bank of the STCN [6] to re-predict target masks of
the entire video.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

The challenge dataset has 3,978 videos with about 15000
language expressions in total. There are 3,471 fully-
annotated videos that are released for training. The rest
videos are split into 202/304 for development/testing sets.

4.2. Training Details

We used Detectron2 to train our network. The loss func-
tion and training strategy in our work follows Mask2Former
[4]. We train our network with two different backbone
ResNet101 [7] and SwinTransformer-Base [8]. The text en-
coder is frozen during the training stage. In the Transformer
Decoder, we choose L = 3 with 9 decoder layers in total.
Following [13], we choose number of queries N = 5. The
initial backbone’s weights have been previously pretrained
on ImageNet. Our model implementations mostly follows
Mask2Former [4] with SwinTransformer-B as a backbone.
STCN is pretrained mainly on COCO and finetuned over
training split of semi-supervised VOS task.

We train the network for 10 epochs using the AdamW
[10] optimizer with the initial learning rate 10−4. A factor
of 0.1 decreases the learning rate at the 6th epoch. We train
the network with a small batch size of 2 on 2 Tesla V100
with 16GB GPU.
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1. a parrot on the right jumps in to person s hand and come back to the wooden stand
2. a person is receiving the parrot with his hand and showing his hand to other parrot

1. a person is showing his skateboard skills on the road
2. a skateboard with a person on it on the sidewalk

Figure 3. Qualitative results on test set. Each referring expression and the corresponding referred object are highlighted in the same color.

4.3. Results

Table 1 show the result of top teams in testing set. Our
method ranks 6th on Refer-Youtube-VOS 2022. Without
any ensemble technique and lacking of resources, we can
achieve a result of 0.58 in overall J&F on testing set. Fig-
ure 3 shows the qualitative results of our proposed model on
testing set. Each referring expression and the corresponding
referred object are highlighted in the same color.

4.4. Ablation study

As shown in Table 2, the backbone SwinTransformer [8]
can improve the result of 3.9% in terms of overall J&F
on test set from 56.3% to 62.2%.The introducing STCN [6]
as post-processing phase to refine and propagate the coarse
masks from the VLFormer can bring a 1.0% improvements.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a Vision-Language Trans-

former Network (VLFormer) for referring video object seg-
mentation. Our approach achieves an overall score of 0.58,
and ranks 6th on YouTube-VOS-2022 referring video object
segmentation challenge.
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